
VIKING TILE XP
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL

CHARCOAL/GREY, RED*

DESCRIPTION

Viking Tile XP primarily installed and fitted in recess mat well is
the first defence for keeping out dirt and debris into a property.

Features:

 Modular design allows quick replacement of worn out tiles.

 Special surface scraper and brush textile provide superior
scrubbing action to effectively remove coarse dirt and debris

 This entrance mat is designed for medium to heavy foot traffic

 Best suited as your primary defense outside of hotels, public
buildings, shopping malls, entertainment venues, etc.

 Easy to manage and perfect for choice for replacing floor
grills

 It is an excellent outdoor mat solution where a durable and
lightweight mat is required.

 Aluminum grill entrance mats also available**

PERFECT FOR

Outdoors, Vestibules, Lobbies, Medium to Heavy Traffic
Entrances and public building entrances, shopping centers and
malls Airports and transport stations.

MAINTENANCE CARE

Carpet extraction and daily vacuuming and sweeping as needed.
Also it is advised to clean inside the recessed well to avoid build
up and to check the concrete.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


ARMOR RISMAT
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL
CHARCOAL, BROWN*, RED*, BLUE*

DESCRIPTION

Armor Rismat is a high quality premium matting that provides
properties with an extremely functional and durable matting. It
can hold many times its own weight in moisture and still function
effectively.

Features:

 Effectively absorbs, traps moisture, dirt and debris.

 The specially formulated backing creates a secure slip
resistant base that will not let water leak through to your floor.

 Cyrus Series mats have a deep piles, giving it a plusher, more
cushioned feel.

 Custom logo mats can also be made using this product.

PERFECT FOR

Best suited for placement in transition areas in public buildings,
shopping malls, schools, hospitals, entertainment venues,
manufacturing plants, commercial kitchens, washrooms, etc.,
anywhere that foot traffic contamination can be transferred from
one one area to another.

MAINTENANCE CARE

Daily vacuuming along with the use of carpet extraction using
water and light brush bristle to deep clean mat. Avoid use of
bleach.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


CERO X PLUS
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL
CHARCOAL, BROWN, RED*, BLUE*

DESCRIPTION

Cero X Plus superior entrance matting designed for buildings
with heavy traffic that is resilient for long term use and proven to
stand up to extreme foot traffic.

Features:

 Absorb and trap moisture, dirt, snow, winter salt and sand.

 The yarn’s long lasting fade resistance maintains the mats’
visual appeal while the thick pile provides a plush, cushioned
feel underfoot.

 Additional bands of heavy-duty nylon monofilament fibers
which provide exceptional scraping ability, facilitating the
easy removal of coarse dirt/debris and enhance its durability

 The specially formulated PVC compound backing provides a
secure slip resistant base that will not let moisture leak
through to your floor.

 Custom logo mats can also be made using this product.

PERFECT FOR

Designed for prolonged daily use, they are best suited for high
traffic areas such as lobbies, public entrances and hallways in
hotels, public buildings, malls, hospitals, entertainment venues,
etc.

MAINTENANCE CARE

Vacuum and the use of carpet extraction using water, and light
brush bristle steam wash to deep clean mat. Avoid use of bleach.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


MAT SUPREME
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL

CHARCOAL, BEIGE, BRONZE, DARK GREY, RED, BROWN*

DESCRIPTION

Mat Supreme is a heavy duty needle punch matting that can be
installed indoors as well as outdoors. Permanently anti-static, has
enhanced UV stability and is mold and mildew resistant.

Features:

 Heavy duty needle punch matting that can be installed
indoors as well as outdoors.

 Permanently anti-static, has enhanced UV stability and is
mold and mildew resistant.

 Holds approximately 5.5 litres or 1.45 gallons of water per
square yard. CRI GLP Certified.

 Designed for medium to heavy foot traffic areas.
 Custom logo mats can also be made using this product.

PERFECT FOR

Best suited as your primary defence inside of public buildings,
shopping malls, schools, hospitals, entertainment venues, etc. It is
an excellent indoor mat solution perfect for vestibules, lobbies,
heavy traffic entrances, exits and inside elevators.

MAINTENANCE CARE

Daily vacuuming along with water soaking with the use of carpet
extraction using light brush bristle to deep clean or steam clean
mat. Avoid use of bleach.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


COMFORT FATIGUE MATS
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL

BLACK, ORANGE, SAFETY*

DESCRIPTION

Comfort Fatigue Mats for wet or dry areas can be used to help
reduce fatigue that can occur for prolong standing periods.They
also allow drainage of water, oil, grease and other chemicals or
liquids while providing excellent slip resistance.

Features:

 100% NBR rubber that is durable.
 Provides superior resistance to water, oil, grease and

chemicals.
 Anti-slip, anti-bacterial characteristics of the solid rubber.
 Roll Sizes Available (3FT, 4FT).
 Safety Borders Available*
 Piece sizes also available( 3’x5’)

AVAILABLE OPTIONS

We also have other matting options in this category for the
following industries and locations, fields and more.

MAINTENANCE CARE

Water based mopping on top of mat and uder matting. High
pressure spray and air dry.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


CUSTOM LOGO & MATS
COMMERCIAL . RESIDENTIAL . INDUSTRIAL

MIXOF COLORS AVAILABLE

DESCRIPTION

Custom Print LogoMats is a great way to a gain maximum
visibility for your business and make first impression for visitors,
potential clients and residents. Our inlaid program offers the
ability to showcase your business name, condo name, welcome
sign, image or text that looks great.

Consider these mats as an enhancement to your overall property
image from vestibule, main entrance, lobby, hallways, aisles and
elevators just to name a few.

Features:

 High quality printing.
 Easy maintenance for cleaning.
 Ability to mix many different colours.
 Inlaid program* Contact for details
 Can be printed on most of our matting products
 Custom sizes, shapes and design options available

MAINTENANCE CARE

Vacuum and use of carpet extraction using light brush bristle to
deep clean or steam clean mat. Avoid use of bleach.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM


ECHO HOME MATS
RESIDENTIAL

MIXOF COLORS AVAILABLE

DESCRIPTION

Echo HomeMats is great for those looking for custom designed
area rugs, bath mats and doormats.

Whether you need a front entrance mat for your shoe area or even
a mat to lay at the beach we have it.

Features:

 High quality printing.
 Easy maintenance for cleaning.
 Ability to mix many different colors.
 For size option please contact us.

Custom Product List:

 Area Rugs - (2.6' x 1.7') ( 5' x 3.2') (7' x 3.2').
 Doormats - (24” x 16” Rubber or Sponge) (30” x 18” Rubber

or Sponge).
 Bath Rugs - (16” x 28”) (20”' x 32”).
 Beach Mats - (60” x 78” Rectangle) (Circular 59”).

MAINTENANCE CARE

Vacuum, sweep and use of carpet extraction using light brush
bristle to deep clean or steam clean mat. Avoid use of bleach.

**For more info please do contact us**

TEL: 1-647-278-1527 EMAIL: WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM

WWW.WAFINSLIMITED.COM

mailto:WAFINSLIMITED@GMAIL.COM
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